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Relaonships

Get yourself a notebook or open a new document on your computer and in your own me, reflect on these 
points, all material that you need to support this document is available on the sane.works website.

• The foundaon of our relaonships with other people is the way that we aach to them and the paern of    
 this is typically established in early life. What’s your paern of aachment?

• All • All relaonships involve the expression of your fundamental emoonal needs. There’s a neat way of looking    
   at them provided by the Human Givens school of psychology. Consider these needs in connecon to any        
 relaonships that might be giving you concern. What are your conclusions?

• Recent developments in neuroscience have indicated that our brains are wired to move towards reward and  
 away from pain. One way of looking at this is the SCARF model from David Rock. This stands for Status,      
 Consistency, Autonomy, Relatedness and Fairness. Are any of these issues at play in your relaonships?

•• Some relaonships seem to involve us ge ng into drama with people. Here, we start from and then move to  
 one of three posions: Rescuer, Persecutor and Vicm. This is called a drama triangle. Are you in one of these  
 posions with a challenging relaonship?

• In relaonships, we all have differing needs for inclusion, openness and control. That’s the essence of the     
 FIRO model. Just understanding this can be so helpful.

• N• Navigang relaonships usually means developing some skills to deal with conflict and fricon. It’s about the  
 balance between being asserve and co-operave. That’s the essence of the Thomas-Kilmann model. What   
 might this mean for the style that you oen adopt?

• Sadly, some people are very difficult to work with. Some are posively dangerous to your wellbeing. It’s best  
 to know what you are up against. There is a book that is a good place to start, from Oliver James called Office     
  Polics.

Sixth Sense runs a workshop on this topic that you might enjoy. It’s called Connecon Works.
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